
Robert Smith 
Deli Worker III

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Motivated customer service specialist with over fourteen years retail 
experience in a fast-paced, team-based environment. Shift Manager 
excelling at customer satisfaction and retention. Pre and post-sales support 
specialist. Flexible and hardworking in deadline-driven environments. 
Skilled in training staff and establishing rapport with clients. Self-motivated 
with exceptional communication and computer capabilities.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Deli Worker III
ABC Corporation -   April 2000 – May 2001 

Responsibilities:

 Greeted customers entering the store to ascertain what each customer 
wanted or needed.

 Recommended alternative items if product was out of stock.
 Asked open-ended questions to assess customer needs.
 Offered product samples, answered questions and helped customers 

find items.
 Refilled and rotated items on shelves to maintain well-stocked 

inventory.
 Scanned shelves and product cases for expired stock and discarded 

outdated or spoiled items.
 Cleaned grocery shelves, storage area and work areas and kept floors 

free of spills, water and hazardous debris.

Deli Worker
ABC Corporation -   1996 – 2000 

Responsibilities:

 Was responsible for making all of the pre-made items for the cold case.
 which include subs, sandwiches.
 pizzas, wraps, strombolis, salads which were chef, julienne, cobb, greek,

and chicken ceasar, and occasionally a seafood salad.
 also responsible for making up fried foods and prepackaging them for 

cold case.
 putting soups in the oven for the soup holders, plus frying up chicken to

make up 8 piece chicken bags for hot case, and putting on the rotisserie
chicken to bake for hot foods and taking them out of the oven and put 
in the hot case.

 also help with waiting on customers who are waiting to order their lunch
meats and cheeses.

 also help with putting items out on the cheese islands that are getting 
low and need replaced.I also ran the register when customers wanted to
be cashed out after getting everything they were after..
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Forklift Operator.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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Education

Associate of Arts in Graphic Design - (Blackhawk College - Moline, IL)
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